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Abstract
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION (AF) is the most common sustained dysrhythmia in adults. It is ironic, then, that although mechanisms and effective treatments for most other supraventricular tachyarrhythmias have been discovered, AF remains incompletely understood
and poorly treated. Nonetheless, our understanding of the pathophysiology of AF has improved in the last half-century, including
some groundbreaking observations made in the last 10 years. Indeed, for some patients, the potential for cure now appears to be
available. Because no unifying mechanism of AF has been proven, the aim of this review is to describe some of the common and
important concepts behind current mechanistic theories of AF
and how they contribute to our clinical understanding of AF.
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The science of atrial fibrillation
Contemporary theories of the mechanism of atrial fibrillation require an understanding of re-entry as a mechanism of
arrhythmogenesis. Re-entry, which is not a disorder of impulse formation but rather a disorder of impulse propagation,
occurs when an impulse travels around an abnormal circuit
repetitively. Consider 2 distinct areas of tissue (Fig. 1), where
area A is excited by a depolarizing wavefront. Once excited,
cells in area A cannot be excited again until their cell membranes have repolarized and the cells have recovered; the depolarizing wavefront has left the cells in its wake refractory to
further stimulus. A premature stimulus activating area B cannot excite area A if it occurs when the intervening tissue is still
refractory. However, if that depolarizing wavefront travels to
area A by an alternate route, allowing sufficient time for tissue
in area A to recover, then area A may be re-excited. Under
the right circumstances, areas A and B can then re-excite each
other, which leads to sustained “re-entry.” Thus, re-entry requires an appropriately timed stimulus (trigger) that is able to
find its way into a circuit (substrate) where its depolarizing
wavefront never encounters refractory tissue.
In anatomic re-entry, the boundaries of the circuit are physical cardiac structures. An example of anatomic re-entry is also
provided in Fig. 1, where an appropriately timed atrial premature beat (trigger) can initiate sustained re-entry in a right
atrial circuit involving the isthmus between the inferior vena
cava and the tricuspid valve annulus (substrate). Counterclockwise re-entry in this anatomically fixed circuit is the mecha-

nism of typical atrial flutter. Repeated travel of an impulse
around and around this circuit (with passive activation of the
left atrium) produces ordered atrial activity that is observed
electrocardiographically as sawtooth flutter waves. Alternatively, variations in the electrophysiologic properties of contiguous tissues, not anatomic obstacles, may serve as the
boundaries of a functional re-entry circuit. While anatomic reentry is the mechanism of typical atrial flutter, functional reentry appears to be important in AF.

Functional re-entry and the leading circle model
Several models of functional re-entry have been proposed. The “leading circle” model suggests that functional
re-entry circuits naturally occupy the smallest possible circuit
size, or wavelength.1 At a given conduction velocity, the size
of the circuit will be the distance travelled in the shortest
time required for refractory tissue to recover (wavelength =
mean conduction velocity × refractory period). The circuit
size could not possibly be smaller than the wavelength because that would require the depolarizing wavefront to collide with refractory tissue and extinguish itself: the leading
end of the circle cannot “bite its own tail” (Fig. 2).
Since the 1960s, the most popular theory has held that AF
consists of multiple wavelets of functional re-entry.2 Stability
in this model is derived from a critical number of wavelets,
which travel throughout the atria, colliding, combining or dividing and thereby spawning daughter wavelets that perpetuate the process. Conditions that increase atrial size or decrease
the wavelength (by decreasing the conduction velocity or refractory period or both) permit multiple wavelets and promote
AF.3 The results of some mapping studies of both animals and
humans have been consistent with the presence of multiple reentrant wavelets that propagate in different directions.3–5
Although other models of functional re-entry, including
the spiral wave model,6 have been proposed (and remain
beyond the scope of this article), the “multiple wavelets”
hypothesis has dominated contemporary thinking on the
mechanism of AF. Because mapping studies in various
models of AF have yielded different observations, and because of limitations in mapping resolution, proof of any
one model has remained elusive.
In an important study, the inducibility, rate and duration
of AF in an animal model were increased when AF was artificially maintained.7 By using a pacemaker capable of delivCMAJ • SEPT. 28, 2004; 171 (7)
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Fig. 1: Re-entry. a) A sinus impulse activates area A. b) A premature beat arising in area B fails to reach area A because the intervening tissue remains refractory from the preceding sinus beat. c) The premature stimulus travels slowly via an alternative route
back to area A, allowing enough time for area A to recover and be excited. d) Area A re-excites area B, and the cycle sustains itself. This particular example illustrates the mechanism of typical atrial flutter.
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ering 1-second bursts of very rapid stimuli, nonsustained
AF lasting only a few seconds could be induced. By repeatedly inducing (and thus maintaining) AF for 24 hours,
bursts of induced AF lasted approximately 20 seconds. After 2 weeks of artificially maintained AF, it became sustained. Consistent with a model of functional re-entry, the
perpetuation of AF was accompanied by a shortening of the
atrial refractory period. The authors concluded that “AF
begets AF”: AF is capable of inducing electrophysiologic
changes that promote further AF. These include electrical,
contractile and structural changes to the atria that have collectively become known as atrial remodelling.

Electrical remodelling
When cardiac myocytes are excited, their resting membrane potential, which is polarized at about –80 mV, becomes depolarized by an inward rush of positively charged
ions, and the action potential begins (Fig. 3). Inward calcium
currents cause the membrane potential to plateau, which
contributes significantly to the action potential duration. At
rapid atrial rates such as those during periods of fibrillation,
the repeated inward calcium current significantly increases
myocyte calcium load. Because high intracellular calcium
concentrations can be toxic, adaptive mechanisms rapidly reduce the load to protect the cell. Early in the remodelling
process, the membrane channel responsible for calcium entry becomes less active.8 Eventually, the production of that
channel is downregulated.9 These changes ultimately reduce
the inward calcium current, and this in turn reduces the action potential duration. If the action potential duration
shortens, the refractory period shortens too, and the cell can
be ready for reactivation earlier (Fig. 3). Hence, adaptive
mechanisms that respond to intracellular calcium loads ulti-

mately shorten the atrial refractory period, promoting functional re-entry and perpetuation of AF.10 Even in the case of
prolonged AF, atrial electrical remodelling reverses quickly
and completely once sinus rhythm is restored.11

Contractile remodelling
Atrial electrophysiologic changes induced by AF may have
other, more widespread effects on myocyte function. For example, myofilament sliding, the cellular action responsible for
muscle contraction, is intimately dependent upon intracellular calcium concentrations. Studies conducted on animals and
humans have demonstrated AF-related reductions in atrial
contractile function that were lessened by treatment with a
calcium-channel antagonist or exaggerated by treatment with
a calcium-channel agonist, which suggests that abnormal calcium handling at high rates may be responsible for remodelling.12,13 AF also results in dedifferentiation of myocytes to fetal forms,14,15 with cell architectures displaying reduced
contractile elements and higher resistance to calcium-induced
cell death.16 Thus, changes associated with AF contribute to
the development of an atrial cardiomyopathy.

Structural remodelling
Another condition where cardiac remodelling has received considerable attention is heart failure. Here, the focus
has been on describing the macro- and microscopic changes
in ventricular myocardium that result from and contribute to
systolic dysfunction. The frequent coexistence of AF and
heart failure has expanded the focus to the atrial myocardium, where profibrillatory changes include conduction
slowing associated with scarring and fibrosis and an increase
in atrial size while refractory periods are actually increased.17
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Fig. 2: Anatomic versus functional re-entry. In anatomical re-entry, circuit size is determined by fixed anatomic
obstacles (left). In functional re-entry (middle), circuit size = conduction velocity × refractory period (length of
the refractory tail). If the wavefront travels too quickly, or its refractory period is too long, its leading end would
“bite its tail” and extinguish itself (right). Thus, these properties determine the smallest possible circuit size.
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In a canine heart failure model, despite recovery of atrial
electrical and contractile remodelling, AF remained inducible and appeared to be related to persistent atrial fibrosis.18 Patients with long-standing AF in the absence of heart
failure also appear to have increased atrial fibrosis,19,20 but
those with paroxysmal AF do not.21 Thus, chronicity may be
important for this component of structural remodelling. In
animals with long-standing AF, atrial fibrosis can be prevented by inhibition of the renin–angiotensin system, which
appears to significantly reduce the duration of AF.22

The trigger: a focal origin
Atrial remodelling, which prepares the atrium for multiple wavelets of functional re-entry, addresses the substrate
for AF, but what of the trigger? A landmark paper published in 1998 identified the muscular sleeve of the pulmonary veins as a source of tachyarrhythmias and atrial
premature beats that could trigger paroxysms of AF.23 It
was later determined that in patients with frequent paroxysms of AF, the muscular sleeve of the pulmonary veins
displays electrophysiologic properties (including shorter refractory periods) distinct from those of both the adjacent
left atrial muscle and the muscular sleeve of the pulmonary
veins in control subjects without AF;24 specialized conduction cells in the pulmonary veins have also been
discovered.25 Although atrial tissue and the muscular sleeves
of other cardiac veins, including the coronary sinus,26 the
vein of Marshall27 and the superior vena cava,28,29 have been
implicated as sources of tachyarrhythmias and AF triggering beats, none do so with nearly the frequency of the pulmonary veins. The proposed mechanisms for these “focal”
tachyarrhythmias (micro–re-entry v. disorders of impulse
formation) are reviewed elsewhere.30
The demonstration of focal tachyarrhythmias in patients
with paroxysmal AF has challenged the multiple wavelet hypothesis. A competing theory now suggests that focal tachy-
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Fig. 3: Action potential duration: normal versus after atrial fibrillation. The action potential duration and refractory period
are shortened as the calcium current is reduced.
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arrhythmias may be the sole underlying rhythm that drives
AF. In a canine AF model, Morillo and colleagues demonstrated the presence of a tachyarrhythmia originating in the
pulmonary vein region that was faster than any in other parts
of the atria and that responded to catheter ablation.31 In animal models, electroanatomic32 and optical33 mapping have
demonstrated complex wavefronts within or emanating from
the pulmonary veins. Thus, focal discharges may not simply
be the triggers for multiple wavelet re-entry. The relative
contribution of these 2 competing mechanisms in explaining
AF in populations with and without structural heart disease
remains largely unknown. In animal models, the persistence
of AF after sufficient rapid atrial pacing implies a significant
relationship between a focal driver (pacing) and the development of AF. Thus, a unifying theory is that focal tachycardias (which originate mostly in or around the pulmonary
veins) promote atrial remodelling and are required to trigger
and maintain a substrate capable of multiple wavelet reentry.

The clinical context
On an electrocardiogram, AF is characterized by a chaotic undulating baseline without evidence of regular, organized atrial activity. One can imagine how multiple wavelets of functional re-entry meandering around the atria
could produce this appearance. Alternatively, a very rapid
focal driver of AF could also produce irregular atrial activity if conduction spreading away from that source was irregular. For instance, if certain parts of the atria were capable of 1:1 conduction and others were not, an irregular
pattern of atrial activation (“fibrillatory conduction”) could
obscure the regularity of the underlying focus. Hence, both
of the major mechanistic theories of AF are capable of explaining its well-known electrocardiographic features.
Interventions that decrease atrial size or prolong atrial
refractoriness should impair multiple wavelet re-entry and
serve to both terminate AF and maintain sinus rhythm. The
Maze procedure, in which the atria are surgically divided
into smaller components that are potentially incapable of
sustaining multiple re-entrant wavelets, is highly effective in
restoring and maintaining sinus rhythm.34 Antiarrhythmic
drugs used in rhythm control strategies prolong atrial refractoriness and increase the circuit size (wavelength), which
theoretically leads to a reduction in the number of re-entrant
wavelets that can be supported. However, the salutary effects
of some antiarrhythmic drugs cannot be explained by the
leading circle model, since increased refractory periods are
compensated for by a reduction in conduction velocity, such
that the wavelength does not lengthen.4
The likelihood that AF will terminate, either spontaneously or as a result of a medical intervention, is inversely
related to the duration of the episode. This clinical observation mirrors the experimental adage that “AF begets AF,”
which is founded in cellular mechanisms of atrial remodelling. Pretreatment with a calcium-channel blocker reduces
early recurrences of AF after cardioversion, which empha-
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sizes the remodelling process itself as a novel therapeutic target.35 Because electrical remodelling resolves rather quickly,
it cannot explain late recurrences of AF after cardioversion.
Furthermore, the frequent association of AF with structural
heart disease emphasizes the clinical significance of structural
remodelling. Along these lines, use of renin–angiotensin system inhibitors has been associated with a reduction in the incidence of AF among patients with a myocardial infarction
or impaired left ventricular systolic function and among patients receiving amiodarone who have undergone elective
cardioversion.36–38 Thus, angiotensin receptor blockers and
angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitors are an attractive
therapeutic option for people who have hypertension and
AF. The strategy of treating normotensive AF with an angiotensin receptor blocker is currently being tested in a randomized trial (Dr. Stuart Connolly, Professor of Medicine,
McMaster University: personal communication, 2004).
Contractile remodelling induced by AF may be responsible
for its most devastating consequence: stroke. Impaired atrial
contraction leading to stasis of blood, primarily in the left
atrial appendage, is thought to be the major contributor to the
development of thrombi that may embolize. The persistence
of atrial stunning for several weeks after the restoration of sinus rhythm explains why strokes can develop within this period39,40 and is the basis for current guidelines that recommend
continued anticoagulation after successful cardioversion.41
Perhaps the most important clinical implication of a focal
mechanism is the prospect of a cure for selected patients with
AF. The dominant mechanistic proposal suggests that strategies that electrically insulate (or “isolate”) the musculature of
the pulmonary veins from the left atrium serve to prevent
tachyarrhythmias located in the pulmonary vein region from

Fig. 4: A fibrillating isolated pulmonary vein.
The top tracing is a single-surface-lead electrocardiogram tracing (at a faster-than-usual
paper speed). The tracings underneath are recorded from inside the pulmonary vein of a
patient who is undergoing a catheter-based
procedure for paroxysmal atrial fibrillation.
Note that the vein is fibrillating, but the heart
is in normal sinus rhythm. The fibrillating
pulmonary venous musculature has been
“isolated” from the rest of the heart. [Reproduced, with permission, from reference 42.]

conducting out to the atria. Thus, tachyarrhythmias or triggering premature beats can be confined to the pulmonary
veins (Fig. 4). Atrial divisions that are produced by the Maze
procedure achieve this goal and possibly offer a different explanation for the success of surgery. Catheter-based procedures, which continue to evolve, have effected freedom from
symptomatic AF, at least in the short term, in 60%–80% of
selected patients with paroxysmal AF and 25%–70% of selected patients with persistent AF.43,44 Because of a small risk
of serious complications, including pulmonary vein stenosis
and stroke, and because long-term follow-up studies are lacking, these procedures are usually reserved for symptomatic
patients whose paroxysmal AF has proven refractory to antiarrhythmic drugs. The modest efficacy of antiarrhythmic
drugs combined with their potential for side effects, toxic effects on organs and proarrhythmia have generated enthusiasm for catheter-based approaches. Accordingly, randomized
trials comparing their efficacy and safety are already underway.45 As data from follow-up studies of patients who have
undergone catheter-based procedures accrue, assessment of
their long-term efficacy will emerge.

The future
Two competing theories of the mechanism of AF predominate: multiple re-entrant wavelets versus a focal driver
with fibrillatory conduction. Both mechanisms may actually
be involved. The recent discovery of focal tachyarrhythmias
in patients with AF has advanced our knowledge of the
mechanism of AF in humans and shifted the therapeutic paradigm from drugs aimed at the substrate to catheter-based
treatments aimed at the trigger. Accordingly, the therapeutic
focus is increasingly on cure, rather than just on control.
Many questions remain. Why are cardiac veins, especially the pulmonary veins, so arrhythmogenic? What is the
mechanism of these focal tachyarrhythmias, and what is the
best strategy for dealing with them? What is the precise relation between substrate and trigger? Is remodelling the explanation for the inferior response of persistent AF to catheter ablation, or are there other mechanisms at play, such as
secondary drivers in the posterior left atrium? As our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of remodelling improves, will the focus once again shift to novel drug therapies aimed at prevention? What therapeutic targets will
emerge as a better understanding of the roles of genetics, inflammation, the autonomic nervous system and endothelial
dysfunction develops?
Atrial fibrillation has often been referred to as the “last
great frontier” in cardiac electrophysiology. Continued refinements in our understanding of its mechanisms will
change that, enhancing the efficacy of therapy and ultimately improving the lives of our patients.
This article has been peer reviewed.
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